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Specification text for a lift independent monitoring device 

 An electronic device that monitors the lift without in any way affecting the function, 

reliability or safety of the lift in question. (certified) 

 The device fits in principle all lifts, irrespective of technology, age, make, or maintenance 

provider 

 Monitoring and reporting is done in real time (latency max. 15 minutes) 

 Reporting format is uniform, irrespective of the make, age, technology, or maintenance 

provider 

 Data is independently transmitted and not reliant on building’s networks or telephone lines 

 Data is automatically collected, transmitted and presented without any manual intervention 

 Data can be automatically transferred to other IT system(s) through VPN using 

nonproprietary protocols (open source protocol) 

 The data collection, transmission, storage and presentation is by neutral 3rd party supplier, 

independent of any sector stake holder 

 

Events detected 

 Loss/return of power supply 

 Person(s) in the machine room (by motion sensor) 

 Technician arriving/leaving (by manipulating the logging device service button) 

 Lift out of order/ returned to service 

 Emergency button pressed 

 Emergency telephone making an emergency call 

 Emergency telephone 3 days test line check (according to EN 81:28) 

 Lift runs; number, duration and time 

 Number of door movements 

 Tamper activated/ tamper reset (on the logging device) 

 24 hr alive call (heart beat) (of the logging device) 

 Spare inputs (customer specific signals) 

 

Lift reports by e-mail and/or web access 

 Cockpit portfolio over-view 

 Lift availability in % expressed as; Total up-time, down time for maintenance, power loss 

 Lift activity per day and-or per hour (run counter, door counter) 

 Load factor (% of running versus total time) 

 Relation between runs and door movements 

 Number of maintenance visits and inspections; duration and frequency of each intervention 

 Response time for person trapped in the lift (until evacuation) 

 Response time for lift out of service (until into service) 

 Maintenance action (Test of emergency telephone, inspection drive …) 


